Genome-Wide Sequencing of Cell-Free DNA Identifies Copy-Number Alterations That Can Be Used for Monitoring Response to Immunotherapy in Cancer Patients
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Abstract

Inhibitors of the PD-1/PD-L1/CTLA-4 immune checkpoint pathway have revolutionized cancer treatment. Indeed, some patients with advanced, refractory malignancies achieve durable responses; however, only a subset of patients benefit, necessitating new biomarkers to predict outcome. Interrogating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) isolated from plasma (liquid biopsy) provides a promising method for monitoring response. We describe the use of low-coverage, genome-wide sequencing of cfDNA, validated extensively for noninvasive prenatal testing, to detect tumor-specific copy-number alterations, and the development of a new metric—the genome instability number (GIN)—to monitor response to these drugs. We demonstrate how the GIN can be used to discriminate clinical response from progression, differentiate progression from pseudoprogression, and identify hyperprogressive disease. Finally, we provide evidence for delayed kinetics in responses to checkpoint inhibitors relative to molecularly targeted therapies. Overall, these data demonstrate a proof of concept for using this method for monitoring treatment outcome in patients with cancer receiving immunotherapy.

Introduction

Cancer is a disease of the genome and is characterized by several types of alterations including point mutations, balanced and unbalanced chromosomal rearrangements, and copy-number alterations (CNA). Recently, researchers have described the genomic profiles of tumor tissue obtained from numerous primary and metastatic tumors (1–5). In addition, the release of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) by tumors into the bloodstream has been described for decades and has been recently leveraged in both research and clinical settings to facilitate therapy selection, identify drug resistance, and monitor treatment response (6–14). Depending on the breadth of the target genomic loci, this process, often called a liquid biopsy, is typically performed using digital PCR or ultra-deep next-generation sequencing (>8,000–10,000X raw coverage; refs. 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16). Although these assays are useful in guiding therapy through their detection of all types of mutations associated with cancer, cost factors currently necessitate these tests to narrow their content to alterations within a targeted region. In contrast, detection of CNAs via low-coverage, genome-wide sequencing of cfDNA has been validated for noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT) where it has been applied clinically in over 100,000 patients (17–21). Because tumor aneuploidy (and thus the presence of CNAs) is a fundamental characteristic of cancer, this method has additionally detected CNAs in patients with either known or unknown neoplasms (22, 23). Here, we directly evaluate the utility of this method to detect and monitor CNAs in patients with known cancers.

The development of immune checkpoint inhibitors targeting PD-1, PD-L1, and CTLA-4 has transformed clinical practice. A subset of patients exhibits robust responses; however, challenges exist in identifying biomarkers that can be used to predict and/or monitor response to these drugs (24, 25). In addition, previous studies have described a link between the presence, type, and location of CNAs and response to immunotherapy in tissue samples (26, 27). Based upon this clinical need and the technology that has been developed, we sought to determine the feasibility of using cfDNA, specifically the detection of tumor-specific CNAs, as a biomarker to monitor response (currently assessed by standard RECIST imaging criteria; ref. 28) to checkpoint inhibitors in patients receiving these drugs as part of their care. Here, we present results from the first set of 44 evaluable patients.
Materials and Methods

Patient selection
We prospectively enrolled 56 patients with cancer who were going to initiate treatment with an immunotherapy at UC San Diego Moores Cancer Center between September 2015 and April 2017. Patients were enrolled consecutively, and no other information was utilized for patient enrichment. Data were collected by chart and imaging review.

Patient treatment
Patients were treated with immunotherapy that included a checkpoint inhibitor per approved indication or on an experimental protocol. This study was performed, and informed written consent was obtained from subjects in accordance with UCSD Institutional Review Board guidelines for specimen collection and data analysis (NCT02478931) and for any investigational treatments.

Sample collection and processing
Whole blood (~10 mL) was collected in Streck BCT tubes (Streck) and processed to plasma as previously described (29). Samples were deemed to be the baseline for each patient if the blood collection occurred prior to the initiation of immunotherapy treatment. If more than one sample was collected during that time, the baseline sample was the sample collected closest to the start of treatment.

cfDNA extraction
cfDNA from the plasma of each sample was extracted using a bead-based method as previously described (29).

Total cfDNA quantification
Total cfDNA yield from each plasma sample was estimated using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) targeted to the human reverse transcriptase (hTERT) gene (chr5:1253373-1253460; hg19). For each reaction, an aliquot of extracted cfDNA (5–10 μL) was combined with the primer/probe mix for hTERT (Life Technologies) and 2x ddPCR supermix (Bio-Rad) and measured using a QX100 ddPCR system (Bio-Rad).

Sequencing library preparation
Libraries for genome-wide sequencing were created from cfDNA as previously described (30).

Genome-wide next-generation sequencing
Normalized sequencing libraries were pooled and sequenced using HiSeq2500 (Illumina) instruments as previously described (31). A mean of 34.4 million sequencing reads (~0.3X genomic coverage) were generated for each sample.

Sequencing data analysis
Sequencing data were processed as previously described (31). Briefly, sequencing reads were mapped to the human reference genome (hg19) and partitioned in to 50 kbp non-overlapping segments. Regions were selected, and data were normalized as previously performed for noninvasive detection of fetal copy-number variants (23, 32), and the resultant-normalized values were used to calculate a genome instability number (GIN). The GIN is a metric intended to capture genome-wide autosomal deviation from empirically derived euploid dosage of the genome in circulation and was developed and standardized prior to analyzing the data from this study. The GIN is a nonnegative, continuous value calculated as the absolute deviation of observed normalized sequencing read coverage from expected normalized read coverage summed across 50,034 autosomal segments. Observed normalized read coverage is defined for each genomic segment by an autosomal-specific LOESS fit of the normalized data. The data can be represented as:

\[
GIN = \sum_{i=1}^{50034} |fit_i - exp_i|
\]

where the GIN is defined as the sum across all autosomal bins, \(i\), of the absolute deviation of LOESS fit of the normalized genomic representation of a sample, \(fit_i\), to the expected normalized genomic representation of a sample without CNAs present, \(exp_i\). Increasing values of GIN were observed to be indicative of increasing deviation relative to an expected normal genomic profile. Repeated sequencing and analysis of an independent cohort of 43 samples yielded reproducible GIN values (Pearson correlation coefficient > 0.99; Supplementary Fig. S6). In addition, specific CNAs were identified using methods previously described (32) to define the boundaries of the event as well as a z-score representing the deviation of the observed event from reference controls.

Statistical analysis and outcome evaluation
Clinical responses were assessed based on physician notation and radiograph review using RECIST criteria (28). Progression-free survival (PFS) was calculated by the method of Kaplan and Meier \([P^* values by log-rank (Mantel–Cox)]\) test. Patients were censored at date of last follow-up for PFS, if they had not progressed. For disease status prediction using the GIN, patients were evaluated at the time point nearest +42 days relative to treatment start site. Statistical analyses were carried out using either custom scripts in an R programming language (33) or Graph-Pad Prism version 7.0.

Results
Patient characteristics
In total, CNAs were characterized in the cfDNA isolated from 255 blood samples obtained from 56 patients. Six patients were excluded from the analysis: two never started treatment and four never had a clinical response assessment before data censoring. For 6 of the remaining 50 patients, no baseline blood sample collected before the initiation of treatment was available. In total, a sample cohort of 228 distinct plasma samples obtained from 44 patients was included in this study (Fig. 1).

Patient characteristics are detailed in Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1. Eighteen different types of malignancies were present in the cohort with the most common being melanoma (18%), non–small cell lung cancer (18%), and breast cancer (9%). Thirty-eight patients (86%) had metastatic disease, whereas 6 patients (14%) had locally advanced disease. All 44 patients were treated with immunotherapy, either as monotherapy, or in combination with a targeted agent, chemotherapy, or another immunotherapeutic. All patients received an anti–PD-1/PD-L1 agent in their regimen (Table 1). The median (range) PFS was 2.8 months (0.1–18.4; Fig. 2A).
Baseline GIN and amount of cfDNA do not correlate with immunotherapy response

A baseline sample collected before the initiation of immunotherapy treatment was characterized for each of the 44 patients. The total amount of cfDNA present in each baseline plasma sample was quantified. The amount of total cfDNA ranged from 206 to 84,012 genomic equivalents (GE) per mL of plasma with a median of 2,351 GE. To identify and quantify both the number and relative magnitude of CNAs in the cfDNA, we quantified the cumulative contribution of tumor aneuploidy and amount of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in the blood by calculating the cumulative deviation of all autosomal CNAs relative to a previously defined baseline population and defined this as the GIN. The GIN within the baseline sample cohort ranged from 86 to 1,980 GE/mL plasma, with a median value of 84. The GIN was also measured in an independent dataset comprised of 6,014 research-consented samples, with no detected CNAs, submitted to Sequenom Laboratories as part of standard NIPT (Supplementary Fig. S1). Although the data suggest no predictive strength of either the GIN or total cfDNA in patients prior to treatment initiation, we also evaluated whether the same analytical tools could be used to monitor the efficacy of these treatments over time. In order to predict treatment response based upon the GIN, CNAs had to be detected in the sample, and samples collected at two or more time points had to have been assayed. Based on these requirements, we were able to compare the treatment response as determined by ctDNA profiling (GIN) with RECIST imaging response criteria (28) in 18 of the 44 patients (Fig. 1). The predicted treatment response using the GIN was performed using data from about day 28 in 18 of the 44 patients (Fig. 1). The predicted treatment response as determined by ctDNA profiling (GIN) with RECIST imaging response criteria (28) in 18 of the 44 patients (Fig. 1). The predicted treatment response using the GIN was performed using data from about day +42 relative to treatment start or the nearest time point thereafter (unless the only time points available were earlier). Multiple plasma aliquots were collected from these patients (median, 4; range, 2–12)

Figure 1.
CONSORT diagram of all patients included in this study. In order for a patient to be evaluable by GIN (n = 18), a sample from that patient had to have a GIN above the described threshold, and that patient needed a sufficient number of longitudinal samples for analysis.
Table 1. Study cohort characteristics (n = 44)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>23 (52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>21 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age in years (range)*</td>
<td>63 (32–69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>38 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>3 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenoid cystic carcinoma</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendiceal carcinoma</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal cell carcinoma</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder urothelial carcinoma</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>4 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft-tissue sarcoma</td>
<td>3 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroesophageal cancer</td>
<td>3 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastoma</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatocellular carcinoma</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>8 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroendocrine tumor</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-small cell lung cancer</td>
<td>8 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian cancer</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid cancer</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease status at time of treatment and cell-free DNA collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally advanced disease</td>
<td>6 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastatic disease</td>
<td>38 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median number of prior systemic treatments (range)</td>
<td>2 (0–5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivolumab</td>
<td>16 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>19 (43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atezolizumab</td>
<td>3 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivolumab + ipilimumab</td>
<td>5 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivolumab + targeted therapy</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivolumab + chemotherapy</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS in months: median (range)b</td>
<td>2.8 (0.1–11.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Patient’s age is at the time of immunotherapy treatment and cfDNA collection.

bCalculated using the method of Kaplan and Meier.

range, 2–19) and used to monitor response for up to 508 days after the initiation of treatment. When evaluating treatment results in these 18 patients, we observed patients exhibiting a wide range of therapeutic responses. Included among these were exemplary cases of clinical response to therapy (mixed, partial, or complete), disease progression, hyperprogressive disease (34, 35), and pseudoprogression. Each of these will be discussed as individual case studies below. A summary of the results from all 18 of these patients is included in Table 2.

We utilized the same set of 18 patients to evaluate the PFS of patients classified by either the GIN or RECIST imaging response criteria. However, because 1 patient (Table 2, patient 111) did not show either an increase or decrease in GIN and, therefore, prediction of “response” versus “progression” could not be made, the PFS dataset consists of 17 patients. There was 1 patient (Table 2, patient 110) who was predicted to respond by GIN, but progressed by RECIST; for other patients, GIN prediction and RECIST outcome were concordant. Hence, there were 7 patients predicted to respond and 10 patients predicted to be progressors by GIN; by RECIST, there were 6 responders and 11 progressors. The Kaplan–Meier curve (Fig. 2B) demonstrated that the median PFS for responders versus progressors (as predicted by GIN) was 12.0 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0–25.5 months] versus 2.05 months (95% CI, 1.5–2.3 months). HR (95% CI) for PFS for GIN-predicted progressors versus responders was 5.74 (1.9–17.7; P = 0.001). For RECIST, the Kaplan–Meier curve showed a median PFS for responders was not reached after a median follow-up time of 13.4 months (95% CI, 8.3–18.5), whereas for progressors, it was 2.2 months (95% CI, 1.8–2.6 months; HR (95% CI) for RECIST progressors vs. responders = 7.42 [2.47–22.3; P < 0.001]). When classifying patients as either responding or progressing after treatment using the GIN versus RECIST value, the median PFS was 12.0 versus not reached at a median follow-up of 13.4 months for responders; the median PFS was 2.05 versus 2.25 months, respectively, for progressors (GIN vs. RECIST, all P values nonsignificant).

The one discordant patient with GIN prediction of response, but progression by RECIST imaging, showed clonal selection driving the GIN changes

In the 1 patient with discordancy between GIN prediction and RECIST outcome (Table 2, patient 110), a reduction in the GIN at day +28 and through day +56 was observed followed by an increased GIN back to near baseline by day +85 (Supplementary Fig. S4B). The RECIST response showed SD that, however, lasted only 4 months; hence, the patient was considered a progressor. Interestingly, examination of the genome-wide cfDNA profiles revealed that the initial decrease and subsequent increase in the GIN were driven by clonal selection (Supplementary Fig. S4A and S4C). Hence, these data suggest a potential role for clonal selection and expansion as a mechanism of resistance in patients receiving immunotherapy. Clinically, such changes could manifest as stable disease or as a response followed by progression; alternatively, such a phenomenon could present as a mixed response wherein some tumors regress and others grow.

GIN patterns predictive of response

Overall, the use of cfDNA predicted that 7 patients would be responders and, of these, 6 met our criteria for response (SD > 9 months/PR/CR). Figure 3 shows the GIN patterns for all 7 patients. Included among these were the following observations: (i) patient 1 [metastatic basal cell carcinoma with near complete response (PFS, 18+ months; ref. 36)] exhibited an initial increase in GIN, followed by a steep fall by about week 6; (ii) patient 40 [metastatic cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma with CR (PFS, 13.4+ months; Figs. 3 and 4A–C)] showed a high GIN of 4,654 at baseline that increased to a maximum of 5,898 at day +21 before decreasing again at day +42, reaching a level below our limit of detection at day 63 and remaining low at day +339; (iii) patient 51 [ocular melanoma with SD for 12 months] also showed an increase in GIN by day 21, which then decreased by day 63 (no sample was available between days 21 and 63) and stayed low through day 264, but then increased on day 320 (about 6 weeks before imaging showed progression at 12 months); (iv) patient 55 [melanoma with CR (PFS, 10+ months)] did not show the initial spike in GIN, but rather demonstrated a continuous decrease in GIN starting at day 21 and through day 55; (v) patient 114 [squamous cell carcinoma of the lung with PR (PFS, 5.1 months)] showed a slight increase in GIN by day 36 followed by a drop at the next sample collection time point (day 63); (vi) patient 125 [gastroesophageal (GE) junction adenocarcinoma with early pseudoprogression followed by PR (PFS,
Figure 2.
A, PFS for all 44 patients with sufficient data for analysis. The median PFS (range) was 2.8 (0.1–18.4) months, calculated using the method of Kaplan and Meier. B, Kaplan and Meier PFS for GIN-predicted responders (N = 7; blue line) versus nonresponders (N = 10; red line). GIN prediction based on cfDNA profiles at approximately 6 weeks compared with baseline. Median PFS for GIN-predicted responders versus nonresponders = 12.0 versus 2.05 months (P = 0.001); HR (95% CI) for PFS for GIN-predicted progressors versus responders was 5.74 (1.9–17.7; P = 0.001).

Table 2. Patient response and GIN prediction of outcome (N = 18)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Immunotherapy</th>
<th>PFSb (months)</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>GIN Predictionc</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basal cell carcinoma</td>
<td>Nivolumab</td>
<td>18.43*</td>
<td>Response (PR)</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Head and neck SCC</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Cutaneous SCC</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>Response (CR)</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40B</td>
<td>Bladder urothelial carcinoma</td>
<td>Atezolizumab + SBRT</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Hyperprogression; see Fig. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Ocular melanoma</td>
<td>Nivolumab + ipilimumab</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>Nivolumab + ipilimumab</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Colorectal adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>Nivolumab + SBRT</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>NSCLC SCC</td>
<td>Nivolumab + SBRT</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>NSCLC adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Basal cell carcinoma</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Endometrial sarcoma</td>
<td>Nivolumab + vismodegib + trameitinib</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Thyroid cancer</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Ovarian cancer</td>
<td>Nivolumab + SBRT</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Neuroendocrine carcinoma of unknown primary</td>
<td>Nivolumab + trameitinib</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Esophageal cancer</td>
<td>Nivolumab</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td>See Supplementary Fig. S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Progression (after 5.5 months of SD)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Minimal change in GIN noted at day +43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>NSCLC SCC</td>
<td>Nivolumab</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Response (PR)</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Pseudoprogression; see Fig. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>GE junction adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>Pembrolizumab + SBRT</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Response (PR)</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: GE junction, gastroesophageal junction; ID, identification number; NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy; SCC, squamous cell cancer.

*Patients with SD ≤ 9 months and PD are considered progressors; patients with SD > 9 months/PR/CR are considered responders.

**PFS values with a (+) indicate response is ongoing at time of data censoring. Data for GIN prediction taken from day +42 or the nearest time point thereafter.

*Patient 111 showed a clonal response by GIN, but achieved only short-lived (4 month) SD (Supplementary Fig. S5); hence, in this patient, the GIN prediction of response was considered discrepant with the RECIST findings and our classification of this individual as a progressor. Patient 111 showed only a marginal change at day +43, and GIN could therefore not be used to predict either response or progression; the patient had SD that lasted 5.5 months, and then the tumor progressed. For Patient 83, data from day +21 were used for GIN prediction due to a change in therapy to chemotherapy soon after that date.
2+ months; Fig. 4J–M) showed a drop in GIN at the first time point (day +43) assessed after starting therapy; and (vii) patient 110 [esophageal cancer (SD for 4 months)] showed a drop in GIN on day 28 lasting through day 56, representing the one discordancy between GIN prediction of response versus actual outcome (Supplementary Fig. S4 and results above show clonal selection accounting for the discrepancy). Taken together, these results demonstrate that patterns of the GIN throughout the early phases of immunotherapy treatment were consistent with response in six of seven cases. Furthermore, the pattern of GIN changes included a rise in GIN in the first few weeks followed by a drop in GIN starting at about day +42 or soon thereafter in four of the five correctly predicted responders who had a sample available for assessment before the 6-week time point.

Figure 3. Examples of GIN profiles of 7 patients predicted to be responders by GIN (responder defined as achieving SD > 9 months, PR or CR). X axis, day since start of treatment; Y axis, GIN value. Open circles represent measured samples with time relative to the treatment initiation (day 0; X axis). Blue profiles = partial or complete remission (N = 6 patients; patient numbers 1, 40, 51, 55, 114, and 125; Table 2); red profile = discordant sample (GIN predicted response, whereas clinical showed SD for 4 months and then PD; patient number 110). Black dashed line represents the baseline GIN for each patient. Additional details about patient 110 are included in Supplementary Fig. S4.
Figure 4.
Representative case studies for distinct clinical responses to immunotherapy. Top, Left, Patient 40 demonstrated a clinical response with CT scan from the first scan (A) and day +356 (B) shown. C, GIN for all samples collected across this study for patient 40 shown. Each measured cfDNA sample is indicated by an open circle. Green rectangle is representative of treatment window. Top, Right, Patient 30 demonstrated PD with CT scans from the first scan (D) and day +177 (E) shown. F, GIN for all samples collected across this study for patient 30 shown. Each measured cfDNA sample is indicated by an open circle. Green and red rectangles are representative of treatment windows. Bottom, Left, Patient 40B demonstrated accelerated progression or hyperprogressive disease (HPD; refs. 35, 36) with PET scans from the initial scan (G) and day +57 (H) shown. I, GIN for all samples collected across this study for patient 40B shown. Each measured cfDNA sample is indicated by an open circle. Green rectangle is representative of treatment window. Bottom, Right, Patient 125 demonstrated pseudoprogression with CT scans from the initial scan (J), day +14 (K), and day +55 (L) shown. M, GIN for all samples collected across this study for patient 125 shown. Each measured cfDNA sample is indicated by an open circle. Green rectangle is representative of treatment window. Abbreviation: CT CAP, computerized tomographic scan of chest, abdomen, and pelvis.
GIN patterns predictive of progression

There were 11 patients that had GIN values that were unchanged (N = 1; Table 1, patient 111) or continued to increase (N = 10) throughout treatment with checkpoint inhibitors (Supplementary Fig. S5). All 10 patients with increasing GIN were considered nonresponders/progressors (SD ≤ 9 months or PD). An interesting example of disease progression is illustrated in Fig. 4 (patient 30, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma). The GIN for this patient increased continuously from 221 at baseline through week 6 and reaching a peak of 2,578 after 196 days of treatment (Fig. 4F), consistent with the increased tumor burden observed by CT scan on day +177 (Fig. 4D and E). Based upon the consistent increase observed in the GIN, the fact that this patient would not achieve tumor regression or durable SD was predicted by cfDNA weeks before the CT scan showed overt progression (Fig. 4F).

GIN-level pattern in serial samples differentiated hyperprogression from pseudoprogression and pseudoprogression from true progression

In addition to patients whose tumors grew despite treatment with checkpoint inhibitors, recent evidence suggests that a subset of individuals exhibit enhanced tumor growth rates during immunotherapy treatment (34, 35). Furthermore, there is another unusual postimmunotherapy pattern of response called pseudoprogression, which reflects worsening scans in the face of disease that will ultimately regress. Differentiating true accelerated hyperprogression from pseudoprogression and distinguishing pseudoprogression from true progression are crucial for clinical decision-making.

Examples of each of these types of treatment response are depicted in Fig. 4. Patient 40B (Fig. 4G and H) had bladder urothelial carcinoma and demonstrated rapid progression that was eventually deemed hyperprogression (though at the time of PET scans showing dramatic disease flare, it was not clear whether this was pseudoprogression or real progression). This patient had a GIN value of 186 when measured at day −5; however, this value rapidly increased to 1,345 at day +41 before reaching a maximum of 2,525 at day +62 of treatment (Fig. 4I). Using the data from day +41, this is associated with an increase of the GIN at +25.19 units/day. This rapid increase in the GIN is consistent with the hyperprogressive disease diagnosed clinically.

We also observed an instance of pseudoprogression after pembrolizumab therapy. Patient 125 was diagnosed with GE junction adenocarcinoma and began receiving combination treatment with pembrolizumab and stereotactic body radiation therapy (Fig. 4I). After 14 days, a CT scan revealed PD compared with scans done several weeks before starting therapy (Fig. 4K); however, treatment with pembrolizumab continued because the patient reported a reduction in general malaise. The GIN obtained using the cfDNA from this patient showed a decrease from 4,181 at day 0 to 2,658 at day +42 (Fig. 4M). In contrast to patient 40B that showed an increasing GIN over time (+25.19 units/day), patient 125 showed a decrease in the GIN rate over time of –36.26 units/day. This reduction in GIN over time would be consistent with a response to treatment rather than disease progression. A CT scan was again performed on day +55 and showed a partial remission (Fig. 4L). These data are consistent with the cfDNA correctly identifying that this patient likely exhibited pseudo-progression at the time of initial imaging, and the GIN was consistent with the observed PR.

Discussion

Modulation of members of the immune checkpoint pathway using therapeutic antibodies has changed cancer medicine and resulted in some patients exhibiting long-lasting, robust responses; however, clinical response is not observed in the majority of patients, some individuals suffer from significant side effects and recent reports indicate that these drugs may actually increase tumor growth rate in a subset of patients (34, 35).

When monitoring mutated cfDNA in patients responding to therapies targeted to specific mutations such as those in EGFR, it has been previously described that there is an abrupt increase in cfDNA in the first 2 to 4 days followed by a rapid metabolic clearance (37). We therefore wanted to determine whether immunotherapy treatment resulted in a similar pattern or if the response kinetics for these drugs was distinct. We evaluated the temporal pattern of the GIN in patients that showed a clinical response to immunotherapy and had CNAs that made their profiles evaluable using this method. Six of 18 patients with serial samples showed a response (SD > 9 months/PR/CR) after immunotherapy. GIN patterns after treatment correctly predicted responsiveness in all 6 patients. The specific dynamic patterns observed in responders included GIN levels that continuously decreased or, more commonly, a spike in GIN levels followed by a decrease at about week 6 or soon thereafter (Fig. 3). Eleven patients (deemed progressors) failed to respond (i.e., had SD ≤ 9 months or PD) after immunotherapy. GIN predicted progression in 10 of these patients; in 1 patient, GIN predicted response, but the patient only achieved SD for 4 months followed by tumor growth. Close and deep interrogation of the CNAs from this patient revealed clonal selection, i.e., a clone that decreased followed by, at the 2-month landmark, increasing levels of a subclone, hence explaining the discordant results between GIN prediction and actual outcome. Such observations may be helpful in further illuminating underlying disease biological impact after immunotherapy.

One additional patient showed stable GIN levels at 6 weeks and, therefore, prediction of response or progression were not possible. Overall concordance between GIN-predicted response and actual outcome was 94% in the 17 patients in whom serial GIN levels could be used to predict response. Importantly, although the response profile frequently seen (initial increase in cfDNA followed by a drop) is consistent with that previously reported in patients treated with molecularly targeted therapeutics, the timeframe is greatly expanded, with the peak and fall occurring within days after EGFR inhibitor administration (37), but over about 6 weeks with the checkpoint inhibitors, suggesting slower kinetic response to immunotherapy relative to targeted therapies.

Because there are no reliable methods for identification of pseudoprogression, the case that was correctly identified using our cfDNA method, as reflected by decreasing GIN levels in the face of an early increase in tumor size on imaging, may be of particular interest (Fig. 4, patient 125); the patient later achieved a PR. This single case study, provided that the results are replicated in future studies, may have utility because the phenomenon of pseudoprogression is a particular challenge to physicians treating
patients with these drugs because it may lead to the early discontinuation of an effective therapy (38).

Hyperprogression is another recently described phenomenon (34, 35). It is defined by time-to-treatment failure <2 months, >50% increase in tumor burden compared with preimmunotherapy imaging, and >2-fold increase in progression pace (35). Patient 40B (Fig. 4) was seen in our clinics (authors S. Kato and R. Kurzrock) and, at the time that the PET scan showed significant worsening, the dilemma of whether this was a sign of rapid progression or represented pseudoprogression (with the increase in metabolic activity on PET scan reflecting immune infiltrate into the tumor that would be followed by a response) was debated extensively. Importantly, the former would mandate immediate drug discontinuation, whereas the latter would suggest continuation of the checkpoint inhibitor. cfDNA showed a rapid and sustained increase in GIN levels consistent with hyperprogression. Although this result was observed in a single patient and thus care should be taken to not overstate these results, continued observation of this association (patient 40B had a GIN value that increased at a rate of +25.19 units per day, as compared with the rate observed in a patient with pseudoprogression [patient 125; ~36.26 units/day]) could inform decision-making in similar cases in the future. Importantly, the evaluation of additional patients beyond this cohort is needed to validate these observations.

Performing low-coverage, genome-wide sequencing of cfDNA has benefits relative to high-depth sequencing of targeted panels. When compared with hybridization capture methods, the workflow is simpler and requires less sequencing, thereby decreasing the cost and time required to perform the assay. The workflow of amplification-based methods is relatively efficient, although the sensitivity of such methods is limited by the requirement for opposing primers, which decreases the number of available target molecules that can be amplified from cfDNA in a size-dependent manner. Although there are benefits for the method described herein, there are also limitations to both the method and the sample cohort. First, tumors can be driven not only by CNAs, but also by fusions and point mutations, and the relative proportion of tumors driven by CNAs relative to other mutation types varies by tissue of origin (1). This assay cannot readily detect alternative mutational classes. Second, not all patients will harbor a sufficient amount of cfDNA in the plasma to detect CNAs. The limit of detection for this assay is driven by a number of factors including the size of the CNA, the magnitude of the copy-number change, the tumor DNA fraction, and the depth of sequencing used. At the level of sequencing performed in this study, the limit of detection is likely to be similar to that described for NIPT for an individual CNA (~2%–4% tumor fraction). It is also worth noting that the CNAs detected using this method are possibly the result of a large number of genomic rearrangements; however, at the sequencing depth used, we cannot delineate the mechanism by which the observed CNAs are formed. Finally, the sample cohort used in this study is small, and thus additional studies will be required to confirm the observed results. Due to both the advantages and limitations of this assay relative to traditional liquid biopsy methods like CTC enumeration, protein biomarkers, and targeted cfDNA deep sequencing, additional studies are warranted to further understand the clinical utility. It is perhaps most likely that this method will provide additional, complimentary information to these more established methods. To address these limitations and identify potential clinical utility, we hope to expand the sample cohort over time.

In summary, the evaluation of the kinetic trajectory of aneuploidy and/or the cancer-specific burden in cfDNA, as reflected by the GIN, can serve as an early indicator of checkpoint inhibitor response versus progression. We did not, however, see a significant correlation between pretherapeutic GIN or cfDNA level and response to immunotherapy, an observation consistent with the report of Weiss and colleagues (11). In contrast, baseline tissue or cfDNA mutational burden can be useful in differentiating a subset of patients with a higher chance of response to checkpoint blockade (39, 40). Of interest, we found that the dynamic response of the tumor to immune checkpoint inhibitors, as measured using cfDNA, is distinct from the kinetics observed in response to therapies targeting specific molecular alterations (37). In the patients who ultimately showed a clinical response to checkpoint blockade, it took 3 to 8 weeks for the GIN to decline below the patient-specific baseline level, as compared with about 5 days for targeted therapies. For the patients in our study, blood samples were not collected earlier than 2 weeks following the initiation of treatment; therefore, we cannot conclude definitively what the GIN levels look like in the first 14 days, though responders most commonly showed a spike in GIN levels in the sample collected on or shortly after week 2. Still, future studies are needed to determine the frequency and timing of sample collection to construct a more detailed timeline of the response pattern to checkpoint inhibitors as measured by cfDNA profiling. Our data also suggest that dynamic changes in GIN levels can predate progression or response as ascertained by imaging, and that the GIN pattern may also be exploitable to differentiate hyperprogression from pseudoprogression and pseudo-progression from progression. We chose to use the GIN measurement taken at approximately 6 weeks after the initiation of treatment to retrospectively predict response for this proof-of-concept study; however, additional work is needed to determine the best time during treatment to perform these analyses. Taken together, these data demonstrate a proof of concept for the use of low-coverage, genome-wide sequencing of cfDNA from patients with cancer as a method for monitoring treatment response to immunotherapy.
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